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A fascinating debate on state-Islam
relations in Baath Iraq has raged between
historians ever since two archives of internal
Iraqi Baath records were made available to
researchers in the United States. Some
researchers believe the records testify that,
from the day the Baath regime came to
power in Baghdad in 1968 until its demise in
2003, it was always staunchly secular. This
view sees the regime’s Islamization “Faith
Campaign” (al-hamla al-imaniyya, 19932003) as a mirage.1 Another view believes
the party and regime were indeed secular, but
that the 1979 rise of Iran’s Ayatollah
Khomeini forced them to gradually Islamize
both the party and the state. This process
culminated in the “Faith Campaign.”2 A third
and very different thesis is developed in
Helfont’s book.

1 Joseph Sassoon, Saddam Hussein’s Baʿth Party:
Inside an Authoritarian Regime (New York:
Cambridge University Press, 2012), p. 260.
2 See, for example, Amatzia Baram, Saddam Husayn
and Islam (Washington, D.C.: Woodrow Wilson
Center Press with Johns Hopkins University
Press, 2014), pp. 251-94.
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Compulsion in Religion is primarily an
analysis of the Baath regime’s approach to
Islam under the rule of Saddam Hussein,
1979-2003. It is based mostly on the two
Baath archives available in the United States:
the Conflict Records Research Center at the
National Defense University in Washington,
D.C., and the Baath Regional Command
Collection at the Hoover Institution. The
heart of the book deals with Saddam’s “Faith
Campaign.” The final section investigates the
connection between the campaign and postSaddam insurgencies.
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fasting with the ones who fast, but we
believe in God.” Helfont explains that
Aflaq’s interpretation of Islam excluded
“the scriptural or legal base of the Islamic
tradition,” but we are not told what this
means. By stripping Islam of its most
important precepts, or “pillars” (arkan),
Aflaq implied waving other aspects of
Shari‘a, like the “forbidden” (al-munkarat),
that includes the consumption of spirits.
Aflaq, therefore, rejected Islam as a
practiced religion.
Additionally, even though Helfont
does not report it, Aflaq insisted on “the
secularism of the state” in which all
religions are equal and separated from the
state. Calling upon Christian Arabs to
admire Islam for its role in Arab history,
Aflaq also equated the glory of Arab Islam
with that of heathen “Arab” Babylon and of
Arabic poetry before the advent of Islam.
The Prophet Muhammad’s “message,” he
clarified, does not end “at a certain time,” it
can be “renewed and perfected.” Nowadays,
he suggested, it can metamorphize into
secular pan-Arabism. “The past” (read,
Islam) was grand, but not perfect and,
anyway, it “cannot be returned to.” Aflaq
called upon the Baath to “transcend” the past.
However, in Islamic tradition, the Prophet is
the perfect summit of human-kind for
all epochs, the last of the prophets, and
his prophecy is the word of God, so
“transcending” God and the Prophet is
sacrilege. So much for Aflaq’s “deep love for
Islam.”
The most important Baath document,
the Aflaq-sponsored 1947 founding party
constitution, goes one step further: It does
not mention Islam, God, or Prophet but
warns against religion as political identity,
demanding exclusive devotion to secular
“Arab nationalism.” Party members must
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Michel Aflaq (right) with Ahmed Hassan al-Bakr, the
regional secretary of the Iraqi Baath party, 1968.
Aflaq insisted on “the secularism of the state” in
which all religions would be equal and separated
from the state.

“aspire to a future more glorious and
exemplary than the Arabs had ever
achieved.” This, too, is barely-disguised
sacrilege. An inner-circle activist confessed
that the Baathists were in fact atheists.
Helfont does not report any of this. Thus,
whether or not the early Baathists loved
Islam as a proud historical memory, in the
modern world, they also sought to replace it.

Provocative Secularism
A fourth problem is Helfont’s claim that,
in 1968, the regime intended to impose many
aspects of Islam but delayed. The Baath, he
says, feared that imposing Islam would
empower the Islamists. To disarm them, the
regime performed a reluctant, decade-long
“tactical retreat” into secularism. Helfont
claims, “Clearly … the regime’s internal
documents” confirm this innovative theory.
But Helfont fails to present any documents
between 1968 and 1978 to that effect.
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radio, and television and found Shari‘a
galore. Furthermore, they experienced reallife changes as the bars in Abu Nuwas Street
shut down; their children told them of
Islamization at school, and people lost their
hands for economic crimes.
Helfont is deaf to the muted opposition
to the Islamization inside the party, both in
the press and in the archives. He, therefore,
misinterprets the hesitations, oscillations,
deceptions, contradictions, and equivocations; nor does he recognize Saddam’s
tactical retreats or his eventual steely resolve
to Islamize party and state in order to secure
regime survival. Saddam’s shift included
deviating from Baath doctrine and practice
and even the willingness to execute stubborn
party veterans, which he never needed to
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resort to. Fear, the result of past experience,
combined with rewards, rendered the latter
unnecessary.
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